Enclosed is **ADDENDUM NO. Four** to the Construction Documents on the above-captioned project.

Bid date is Wednesday, January 7, 2009 to be held at:

**CONTRACTING SERVICES**  
Facilities Management, Bldg. 439,  
Door #E, Reception Counter  
University of California, Santa Barbara  
Santa Barbara, CA  93106-1030.

Late arrivals shall be disqualified. Please allow time for unforeseen traffic delays, securing a parking permit and potential parking problems.

Anna Galanis  
Director, Contracting Services
ADDENDUM NUMBER FOUR

to the

Construction Documents
December 24, 2008

GENERAL

The following changes, additions or deletions shall be made to the following document(s) as Indicated; all other conditions shall remain the same.

I SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS

Item No.

1. Number 1, **Change** to read in it’s entirety:
   “Contract Time: One Hundred Fifty (150) calendar days.

II BID FORM

Item No.

1. **Replace** in it’s entirety with attached “Revised Bid Form” Revised per Addendum Four. Any bid not submitted on the “Revised Bid Form” Revised per Addendum Four, will be rejected.

III AGREEMENT

Item No.

1. Third page, Article 4 Contract Time, first sentence **Change** to read in its entirety:
   “Contractor shall commence the Work on the date specified in the Notice to Proceed and fully complete the work within One Hundred Fifty (150) days, the “Contract Time”.”
IV SPECIFICATIONS

1. Section 01010, Summary of Work, 1.02 Contractor’s Use of Project Site **Change** to read in its entirety:

   “A. The ESSB Buildings are currently under construction and the Contractor’s use of the Project site for the Work is limited. All areas may not be available for construction at the time of Commencement. Cabling, equipment, and device installations are required to be coordinated with ceiling and wall installations and finishes subject to the overall building construction schedule.
   B. Storage space is restricted to the communications closets within the buildings unless designated otherwise by the University’s Representative. Vehicles may NOT be parked on the construction site except for loading and unloading materials only.”

2. Section 16750, Communications Cabling, 1.05 Guarantee **Change** to read in its entirety:

   “A. Furnish to the University a written guarantee for a fully functional communications structured wiring system against all defects in materials and workmanship for all fiber terminations and underground copper and coax work for five (5) years from date of acceptance.”

3. Section 16750, Communications Cabling, 2.04 Station Jacks **Change** to read in its entirety:

   “Materials are:
   ADC K610 Series, Catalog #6467 5 181-20 (WT), -00 (GY), -40 (BL).
   Hubbell HXJ5E T568A SPeedgain Series, White, Blue and Gray
   AMP Cat 5e Jack Cat # 1375191-2 for use with AMP 2U SL blank panel
   Or Equal.”
Item No.

4. **Section 16750, Communications Cabling, 2.08 Sub-Terminal Patch Panels & Cable Managers**

*Change* to read in its entirety:

“Cat 5e Patch Panel Materials are:
AMP Net Connect 48 port Cat 5e, Cat#40633-1,
ADC 24 and 48 port Cat5e Truenet, Cat #6653 1 585-24, and 6653 1 585-48,
Hubbell Speedgain Series, 24 and 48 port Cat 5e, Cat #P5E24U and P5E48U,
Siemon High Density Cat5e Cat# HD5-48,
AMP 48 port, 2U SL blank panel, Cat# 1933308-1 w (48) 5e jack part # 1375191-2
Or Equal.”

V **ADDENDUM NO. THREE**

Item No.

1. **Last page, Item 46 Dwg T-8 Cable Pull Lists**

*Change* to read in its entirety:

“**Replace** Drawing T-8 Cable Pull Lists dated 11/24/2008 in its entirety with
drawing T-8 drawing Cable Pull Lists dated 12/22/08.”

END OF ADDENDUM NO. FOUR